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We have studied the effects of voluntary attention on the induction of motion aftereffects (MAEs). While 
adapting, observers paid attention to one of two transparently displayed random dot patterns, moving 
concurrently in opposite directions. Selective attention was found to modulate the susceptibility to motion 
adaptation very substantially. To measure the strength of the induced MAEs we modulated the 
signal-to-noise ratio of a real motion signal in a random dot pattern that was used to balance the 
aftereffect. Results obtained for adapting to single motion vectors show that the MAE can be represented 
as a shift of the psychometric function for motion direction discrimination. Selective attention to the 
different components of transparent motion altered the susceptibility to adaptation. Shifting attention 
from one component to the other caused a large shift of the psychometric curves, about 70-75% of the 
shift measured for the separate components of the transparent adapting stimulus. We conclude that 
attention can differentiate between spatially superimposed motion vectors and that attention modulates 
the activity of motion mechanisms before or at the level where adaptation gives rise to MAEs. The results 
are discussed in light of the role of attention in visual perception and the physiological site for attentional 
modulation of MAEs. 
Attention Motion aftereffects Transparent motion Adaptation 
INTRODUCTION 
Numerous experiments on visual search tasks support he 
distinction between pre-attentive and attentive processes 
in vision (Neisser, 1967). Attentive visual tasks require 
serial scanning of the visual field, whereas for 
pre-attentive tasks parallel processing suffices. On this 
view, attentional mechanisms act as a spatial filter to 
guide serial processing for features that are too complex 
to be analyzed in parallel. Basic visual features that are 
believed to be detected in parallel and are considered to 
be pre-attentive are for example orientation, color, 
binocular disparity and motion (Treisman & Gelade, 
1980; Treisman, 1985; Julesz, 1981a, b; Nakayama & 
Silverman, 1986). 
Several recent studies, however, have shown atten- 
tional modulation of motion detection, suggesting that 
motion detection cannot be entirely pre-attentive. 
Cavanagh (1992) showed that in addition to a low-level 
or automatic motion process there is also a process 
mediated by attention. He found that the direction of 
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motion perceived in stimuli composed of transparent 
color and luminance gratings moving in opposite 
directions depends on voluntary attention to the different 
visible features. Gogel and Sharkey (1989) showed that 
attention modulates the strength of induced motion, i.e. 
the apparent motion of an object due to the motion of an 
adjacent object. The motion aftereffect (MAE), an 
illusory motion of a stationary test pattern after 
prolonged viewing of motion, has also been shown to 
depend on visual selective attention during the adaptation 
period. In contrast to Wolgemuth's (1911) earlier eport, 
Chaudhuri (1990) found a large reduction of MAE 
duration if the observer was forced to attend to a 
non-motion task. In agreement with Chaudhuri's finding, 
Shulman (1993) reported attentional effects on adap- 
tation to rotary motion. 
These findings indicate astrong interaction between the 
motion system and attentiona[ mechanisms. The 
attentional effect reported by Chaudhuri was location 
specific rather than feature specific. Attention devoted to 
a foveal etter ecognition task caused a large suppression 
of the MAE in the non-attended part of the visual field. 
If subjects had to pay attention to the colour of the 
moving stimulus no effect was observed. Shulman (1993) 
measured the effect of attention for adaptation to 
simultaneously presented clockwise and counterclock- 
wise rotating stimuli. His results show that attention can 
be directed to different motion stimuli (an inner circle 
versus an outer circle). However, they do not reveal 
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whether the attentional effect critically depends on the 
spatial separation of adapting motion patterns. The 
attentional effects reported by both Chaudhuri and 
Shulman can be explained by spatial allocation of 
attention. In the experiments reported here we 
investigated whether attentional mechanisms act by 
spatial restriction of the field or by differentially 
modulating sensitivity to motion components in the same 
part of the visual field. The experimental question is: can 
attention bring about selective adaptation to different, 
spatially superimposed motion components? 
To answer this question we used transparent motion 
stimuli n which two moving random dot patterns were 
superimposed. It has been shown previously (van Doorn, 
Koenderink & van de Grind, 1984, 1985; Verstraten, 
Fredericksen & van de Grind, 1994) that he MAE evoked 
by transparent motion stimuli has a single motion vector 
rather than multiple transparent components. The 
perceived irection of the MAE is opposite to the vector 
sum of the separate adaptation components, provided 
that the components are equally effective in inducing an 
MAE. The rationale of our experiments is based on these 
findings. We have used two superimposed random dot 
patterns moving in opposite directions. Without the 
instruction to selectively attend to either one of the 
components no MAE is observed, the two vectors cancel 
in the MAE. However, if attention can modulate the 
effectiveness of the two components, attending to only 
one of the two moving patterns will cause differential 
adaptation, and induce a clear MAE. 
It will be shown that attention alters the susceptibility 
to adaptation tospatially superimposed motion patterns. 
If, for example, we attend to the rightward moving 
pattern and ignore the leftward moving counterpart, a 
clear aftereffect tothe left is evoked. Shifting attention to 
the other pattern reverses the MAE. This finding indicates 
that attention acts not merely as a spatial filter for more 
extensive visual processing, but that it can differentiate 
distinct motion components in the same part of the visual 
field. Attention differentially interacts with separate 
motion mechanisms at a level as low as the site where 
motion aftereffects arise. 
METHODS 
Motion stimuli 
Adapting and test stimuli were random dot patterns 
displayed on a Nanao color monitor. The base frame rate 
of the video display was 75 Hz and, therefore, timing 
parameters are multiples of 13.3 msec. The pattern display 
window on the screen was 300 x 300 pixels, which at the 
viewing distance of 2 m subtended 3 x 3 deg of visual 
angle. The dots had a luminance of 80 cd/m 2 and were 
displayed on a dark background in a darkened room. 
Individual dots were single pixels (0.01 × 0.01 deg). In all 
stimuli the total number of dots was 800 and the dot 
density 89 deg 2. During both adaptation and test stimuli 
the observers were steadily fixating a small cross (5 x 5 
pixels) in the center of the display window. The random 
dot patterns were generated in real time by a Macintosh 
Quadra computer. They were like the patterns used by, for 
example, Newsome and coworkers in both psychophysical 
and physiological experiments on motion direction 
discrimination by monkeys (Newsome & Pard, 1988; 
Newsome, Britten & Movshon, 1989). The strength of the 
motion signal at a given speed and direction was 
manipulated by changing the percentage of dots 
contributing tothe specified motion. The noise dots were 
dynamically and randomly repositioned and appeared as 
twinkling noise. The percentage of dots moving coherently 
was used as a measure of the strength of the motion signal. 
All dots had a fixed dot lifetime. At the end of its 
lifetime adot was reincarnated at a random new position. 
New dots were generated asynchronously. Dots moving 
across a window border were regenerated at a new 
random position at the opposite border. For long dot 
lifetimes, as used in most adaptation stimuli, the patterns 
resembled a rigid, moving sheet. For all test stimuli we 
used a short dot lifetime of 80 msec (6 frames), for which 
the motion was inherently noisy. A dot lifetime of 80 msec 
was found to be short enough to prevent perceptual 
segregation fthe signal dots and the noise dots (e.g. due 
to subjective intensity differences between moving signal 
dots and briefly stationary noise dots). At this short dot 
lifetime and high dot density tracking of individual dots 
was impossible. To generate transparent motion stimuli, 
the dots could be manipulated in two separate groups of 
400, for which all relevant motion parameters could be set 
independently. 
Quantij)~ing motion aftereffects 
The most frequently used measure of the MAE is its 
duration, i e. the time it takes the illusory motion of a 
stationary test stimulus to disappear (e.g. Sekuler & 
Pantle, 1967; Burke & Wenderoth, 1993; Anstis, 1986). 
The use of duration as a quantitative measure of the MAE 
strength as several drawbacks (see also Blake & Hiris, 
1993). The moment of subjective standstill is not well 
defined since it involves an asymptotic approach to zero 
velocity. Moreover, the MAE duration is not linearly or 
otherwise simply related to the MAE strength. Time 
constants of velocity decay, for example, have been shown 
to vary with adaptation time (Hersherson, 1989). Other 
methods used are matching or nulling of the speed of the 
aftereffect by that of real motion. Each method 
emphasizes a different parameter ofthe perceived illusory 
motion and none measures directly the strength of the 
MAE, instead inferring it from some other aspect of the 
motion percept. 
Recently, several studies have used the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR, the fraction of coherently moving dots) in 
dynamic noise displays to quantify motion adaptation 
effects (Raymond, 1993; Blake & Hiris, 1993). For a 
random dot display the effective strength of a motion 
signal can be manipulated independent of its velocity, 
direction and other spatio-temporal parameters by 
varying the SNR. The strength of a motion signal and 
motion detection sensitivity can thus be studied as a 
function of velocity and spatio-temporal configuration f
the motion display (e.g. van Doom & Koenderink, 
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1982a, b, 1983). We can likewise quantify the strength of 
the MAE independent of its velocity using a comparable 
SNR method. 
To quantify the strength of the MAE we measure the 
change in motion direction discrimination due to 
adaptation, by manipulating the SNR in a moving 
random dot display (Lankheet, Verstraten & Moiler, 
1993). The technique has also been used by Blake and 
coworkers (Blake, Steiner & Rose, 1993; Blake & Hiris, 
1993). The signal-to-noise ratio for a real motion stimulus 
is used to cancel the illusory percept of motion in a 
dynamic random dot stimulus. The critical observation 
needed to justify such a method is that real motion cannot 
be distinguished from illusory motion in a dynamic 
random dot display (see also Hiris & Blake, 1992). 
Looking at a dynamic display, real motion and MAEs are 
indistinguishable, they are perceptual metamers. More- 
over, an MAE and real motion (in the opposite direction) 
combined in a single dynamic random dot display do not 
appear as two transparent motion vectors but always sum 
to a single motion vector. Thus, it is possible to vary the 
strength of the real motion signal so as to null the strength 
of the aftereffect. In this set of studies, we quantify the 
MAE as the change in the psychometric curve describing 
direction discrimination as a function of the percentage of
dots moving coherently. 
Our method for manipulating the SNR of moving 
random dot displays differs slightly from that developed 
by Blake and coworkers. We use a short dot lifetime, a 
single motion direction and speed and a high dot density, 
whereas they used long dot lifetimes, low dot densities and 
a range of motion directions. Our method differs from 
that used by Raymond (1993) who measured motion 
coherence thresholds rather than the motion aftereffect. 
Using a two frame test stimulus she found increased 
coherence thresholds in the adapted direction but no 
effect in the opposite direction. For low coherence values 
in the test display she always obtained performance at 
chance level, whereas in an incoherent dynamic random 
dot stimulus as used by Blake and coworkers and in this 
study, observers performing a global direction discrimi- 
nation task always report motion opposite to the 
adaptation direction. The procedure used by Raymond 
obviously discounts the motion aftereffect that we were 
interested in. 
Experimental procedures 
To measure the psychometric functions for motion 
direction discrimination we used a single interval, 
left-right discrimination task rather than the commoner 
two alternative forced choice paradigm. The latter 
provides a null-reference in each trial and would, 
therefore, be robust to a (changing) internal bias of the 
observer. Note, however, that the MAE itself is equivalent 
to an internal criterion shift and can thus be measured 
only using a reference-free procedure. 
For each observer, psychometric urves describing 
left-right motion discrimination with and without motion 
adaptation were measured in comparable procedures, 
using exactly the same task. In both cases the percentage 
of dots moving coherently was varied in a method of 
constant stimuli and observers indicated the direction of 
perceive d motion. Each trial consisted of a single test 
stimulus presented for 1 sec, after which the observer 
indicated the direction of perceived motion by pressing 
the left or right arrow key on the keyboard. In one block 
of trials 6 to 10 stimulus values were repeated 10 times. 
Trials within a block were randomly shuffled. Blocks were 
repeated at least five times on different days. At the 
beginning of a trial the fixation cross was displayed on a 
dark uniform background and the observer started the 
motion display by pressing akey. Between trials the screen 
was darkened except for a number indicating how many 
trials were left to finish the block. No opportunity was 
given for repeating trials or correction of errors. 
Observers were free to rest in between experimental 
blocks. Daily experimental sessions lasted 2 hr maxi- 
mally. 
Adapted and non-adapted psychometric functions 
were measured in separate experimental sessions. To 
measure the adapted psychometric functions each test 
interval was preceded by an adaptation stimulus. The 
adaptation interval lasted from 1.26 to 15 sec, depending 
on the experiment. A 500 msec interval between the 
adaptation and test stimuli, during which the observer 
viewed a dark background, indicated the transition from 
adaptation to test interval. The fixation cross reappeared 
200msec before the start of the test pattern display. 
Between different adaptation experiments (of about 
30 rain duration) observers waited for 5-10 min. The 
only difference between the adapted and non-adapted 
measurements was the presence of an adaptation i terval. 
We found that interleaving the test intervals with a blank 
or stationary pattern of a duration similar to the 
adaptation interval had no effect on the non-adapted 
thresholds and we therefore xcluded these intervals from 
the control experiments. 
A disadvantage of the method of constant stimuli is 
finding in advance the right set of test values, which we 
would wish to place on the slope of the psychometric 
curve. We used a staircase before the beginning of each 
block to estimate the position of the psychometric curve. 
A block started with a set of 15 trials in which a Quest-like 
adaptive staircase procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983) was 
used to obtain the 80% correct point. The stimulus values 
for the succeeding constant stimulus procedure were 
chosen symmetrically around this point. The transition 
from staircase to constant stimuli was automatic and 
invisible to the observer. Data from the staircase 
procedure were not included in the analysis. 
In addition to automating the choice of stimulus values, 
the use of a staircase served two other purposes. First, 
motion adaptation had time to build up over successive 
trials and to reach a stable state at the start of data 
collection. Second, since the staircase procedure was 
repeated at the start of each experimental block, the range 
of stimulus values could vary between repetitions of the 
same experiment. Therefore, observers could not use the 
fraction of easily discriminable test values as a secondary 
cue and were forced to make more objective judgments. 
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Data analysis 
Mean percent correct values and standard errors were 
computed from repeated blocks. The percent correct 
values obtained in this way did not differ noticeably from 
those computed from the data pooled over repeated 
blocks. The psychometric curves were fitted by a linear 
logistic regression model (Cox & Snell, 1989), describing 
the log-odds ratio of making a correct response as a 
function of the strength of the motion signal. Each curve 
was fitted separately by the following formula: 
log(P/(1 - e)) = ¢ + # xi, (1) 
where • and # give the position and the slope of the curve, 
respectively. The model was fitted using a weighted least 
squares method, in which the weight for each value was 
inversely proportional to the measured variance 
(standard error of the mean for repeated blocks). 
Threshold values, typically at 75% correct responses, 
were calculated from the fitted psychometric functions. 
Observers 
Data will be presented for the two authors and for a 
naive subject. A second naive subject took part in the 
initial experiments in which aftereffects o single motion 
components were measured. Because this observer had 
great difficulty in performing the initial control 
experiments reproducibly and had low sensitivity to the 
relatively low speeds used in this study, we stopped further 
experiments and discarded the data. The spatiotemporal 
characteristics of motion perception by observer FV as 
well as his MAEs have been studied in great detail 
(Fredericksen, Verstraten & van de Grind, 1993; 
Verstraten et al., 1994). Observer ML is also an 
experienced subject in motion perception experiments. To 
observer KKL  the concepts of psychophysical exper- 
iments were completely new and he remained naive as to 
the purpose of the experiments until all data were 
collected. All three observers were young male adults with 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 
RESULTS 
Motion direction discrimination 
In the adaptation experiments we used a velocity 
of either 0.75 deg/sec (1 pixel/frame) or 1.5 deg/sec. 
Psychometric functions describing the unadapted sensi- 
tivity to these velocities are shown in Fig. 1 for all 
observers. The observers' task was to indicate the 
direction of motion, which was to the left in 50% of the 
trials and to the right in 50%. We also measured 
sensitivities using a two interval two alternative forced 
choice procedure. The results (not shown) were very 
similar to those shown in Fig. 1. Inexperienced observers 
generally showed an increase in direction discrimination 
sensitivity during the first experimental sessions. The final 
set of experiments was not started until percent correct 
values had stabilized. 
Performance for the higher velocity (1.5deg/sec) 
increases from chance level to 75% correct in a signal 
range of 6% (ML) to 12% (KKL). Observers KKL and 
FV are clearly less sensitive to the lower velocity, as 
expressed by the shallower slopes of the curves. For FV 
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FIGURE 1. Psychometric functions describing motion direction 
discrimination without adaptation for three observers and two 
velocities. The ordinate gives the percentage ofcorrect responses, pooled 
for leftward and rightward motion. The abscissa gives the percentage of
dots moving coherently, either leftward or rightward. The lifetime of 
both signal and noise dots was 80 msec. The solid circles and continuous 
lines are for a velocity of 0.75 deg/sec (1 pix/frame) and the open squares 
and dashed lines for a velocity of 1.5 deg/sec. The lines are based on a 
linear logistic regression model [equation (1), see Methods] fitted to the 
data points by a weighted least squares method in which the weight for 
each point is inversely proportional to the measured variance over 
repeated blocks. 
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this is in agreement with the low-velocity sensitivity 
fall-off described previously (Fredericksen et al., 1993). 
For observer ML 0.75 deg/sec apparently falls within the 
velocity range for maximum sensitivity. KKL and FV 
need about 17 and 10% of motion signal at a threshold 
level of 75% correct responses. These curves will be used 
as the pre-adaptation references for the adapted 
psychometric curves. 
Adaptation to a single motion component 
Before showing the results for adaptation to 
transparent motion and the effects of attention we will 
illustrate the SNR method for quantifying the MAE. 
Figure 2 shows the effects of adaptation toa single motion 
vector on the psychometric functions for motion direction 
discrimination. At the beginning of each trial observers 
were adapted to rightward motion at 0.75 deg/sec. The 
adaptation i terval asted 4 sec. The dot lifetime in the 
adapting display was 80 msec and all dots contributed to
the motion (100% moving coherently). Since adaptation 
to rightward motion induces an opposite MAE, we had 
to use rightward real motion in the test stimulus to 
balance the aftereffect. For leftward real motion or pure 
dynamic noise observers always reported motion 
perceived in the direction opposite to the adaptation 
direction. Figure 2 shows the effects of adaptation for two 
different test velocities. The discs represent a velocity of 
0.75 deg/sec (the adapting velocity) and the solid squares 
a velocity of 1.5 deg/sec. Also presented in the upper left 
corners of the plots are the psychometric curves from 
Fig. 1, obtained without adaptation (open symbols). 
For inexperienced observers it proved to be difficult o 
perform the task reliably enough for the staircase to 
converge to the proper level in a reasonable time. This 
resulted in the selection of erroneously high or low ranges 
for the subsequent constant stimuli procedure, and highly 
variable percentages of correct responses from exper- 
iment to experiment. Therefore, for the naive and 
inexperienced observer (KKL) we skipped the staircase 
procedure and selected the stimulus values based on the 
last training sessions. The main disadvantage of this is 
that the adaptation builds up during the first couple of 
trials, and might result in a slightly shallower slope of the 
curves. 
The adaptation results are similar for all three 
observers. The main adaptation effect is a shift of the 
curves to the right. After adaptation, much higher signal 
strengths are needed to obtain comparable percent 
correct levels. At low real motion values the "perform- 
ance" is less than chance, reaching 0% correct for pure 
dynamic visual noise (0% real motion). Thus, at low 
signal values the observers consistently report motion in 
the direction of the MAE. At the 50% correct level the two 
are just in balance. Except for the lower velocity for 
observer ML the slopes for the adapted and unadapted 
curves are similar, indicating that adaptation mainly 
affects the position of the underlying probability density 
function without significantly affecting its shape. Thus, 
motion adaptation does not degrade direction discrimi- 
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F IGURE 2. Motion direction discrimination for two test velocities, with 
(solid symbols) and without (open symbols) motion adaptation. The 
unadapted curves in the upper left corners are the same as those shown 
in Fig. 1. Square symbols are for a test velocity of 1.5 deg/sec and circles 
are for a velocity of 0.75 deg/sec. In the adaptation experiments, 
observers were adapted, before each test trial, for 4 sec to motion at 
0.75 deg/sec. The adaptation dot lifetime was 80 msec and all dots were 
moving coherently to the right. In the tests for the adapted curves motion 
was always to the right, opposite to the MAE. 
nation performance but only causes ashift of the internal 
criterion for the motion-null. 
The shift of the curves is much larger for the lower test 
velocities. ML and KKL need about 45% of the dots 
moving to the right to cancel the leftward MAE; FV needs 
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about 60%. For the higher test velocity, which was a 
factor of two greater than the adaptation velocity, the 
shift of the curve is about half as great (25-30%). In all 
further experiments we used the same velocity for the 
adaptation and test patterns. 
Figure 3 shows results for different adaptation 
durations. The velocity of both the adapting pattern and 
the test pattern was 0.75 deg/sec. The adaptation dot 
lifetime was 80 msec (6 frames). For a 1.25 sec duration 
adaptation interval there is already a substantial MAE. 
The 50% correct level is reached at about 30% of the 
dots moving coherently. The effect increases trongly 
with an increase in the duration of the adaptation i terval. 
For 6.3 sec of adaptation before ach trial the equilibrium 
point is shifted to about 60% of coherently moving 
dots. Even though the MAE in all cases builds up 
over successive trials, motion adaptation is obviously 
more efficient for long adaptation intervals. Presumably, 
the temporal integration for shorter adaptation periods 
is less efficient because a relatively larger portion of the 
total time is spent testing rather than adapting. An 
increase of the adaptation i terval from 6.3 to 10 sec only 
slightly increases the strength of the MAE, indicating that 
for this duration a maximal adaptation effect is 
approached. 
It was not our intention to study the parameter space 
for motion adaptation in any detail. The examples in 
Figs 2 and 3 are meant to show how the MAE can be 
quantified by the shift of the psychometric curve. The 
results in Fig. 3 also give an indication of the adaptation 
time required to obtain a substantial aftereffect for our 
stimuli. The shift of the curves provides a sensitive 
measure of the strength of the MAE and it allows the 
strength of an MAE and its perceived velocity to be 
studied separately. Next, we will use the method to 
characterize the effects of attention on the MAE. 
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FIGURE 3. Adapted psychometric curves for motion direction 
discrimination as a function the duration of the adaptation interval. The 
adaptation durations were 1.26 sec (circles), 2.51 sec (squares) 6.30 sec 
(triangles) and 10.0 sec (diamonds). The adaptation dot lifetime was 
80 msec, the velocities ofboth the adaptation pattern and the test pattern 
was 0.75 deg/sec. The adaptation pattern moved rightwards, producing 
a leftward MAE which was measured with rightward real motion. 
Transparent motion and attention 
To study the effect of attention on the MAE, we have 
used an "opponent" type of experiment like that used by 
Shulman (1990, 1993). In this approach the attentional 
effect is measured by attending to one of two opposing 
features in the adaptation stimulus. Switching attention 
to the opposite feature in exactly the same adaptation 
stimulus is used as a control and produces the opposite 
effect. Shulman (1993) summarized the advantages of 
such an opponent type of experiment over a "distractor" 
type of experiment (e.g. Chaudhuri, 1990), in which 
performance is measured with and without the presence 
of a distractor. Most importantly, the method does not 
depend on knowledge of the baseline performance, 
because the effect is reversed by switching attention 
between symmetrical features in the same adaptation 
stimulus. To demonstrate an attentional effect in an 
opponent type of experiment of the kind we use here, we 
need only show a reversal of the effect for switching 
attention from one feature to the other. In a distractor 
type of experiment, on the other hand, the attentional 
effect is compared to a performance baseline, as measured 
without selective attention. Shulman (1991) compared 
these two different experimental designs and found that 
the opponent type of experiment was roughly a factor of 
two more powerful than the distractor type of experiment. 
We used adaptation patterns consisting of two random 
dot patterns, moving transparently in opposite directions. 
The dot lifetime for both components was infinite, 
yielding a percept of two rigidly moving sheets. 
Perceptually, the left and rightward moving patterns are 
clearly segregated, and they are always perceived at 
slightly different depth planes. The observer's task was to 
attend to one of the patterns and ignore the other, while 
steadily fixating the central fixation cross. Selectively 
attending to one of the two patterns is relatively easy and 
failures are noticed immediately by reversals of the depth 
order. However, it does take several practice xperiments 
to be able to reliably attend to the same pattern 
throughout the experiment and to prevent spontaneous 
depth reversals. To make the task somewhat easier we 
introduced a slight color difference for the two patterns. 
One pattern was just noticeable reddish white and the 
other greenish white. For observer ML these two patterns 
yielded similar MAEs, when tested separately and should 
therefore cancel in the absence of a modulatory effect of 
attention. Aftereffects for attending to leftward and to 
rightward motion were measured in separate xperimen- 
tal sessions. Left-right asymmetries will show up as 
different effects for attention to leftward and rightward 
motion, but they will not affect the total (left plus right) 
modulation of the MAE by attention. The adaptation 
duration was relatively long, 15 sec for ML and 10 sec for 
KKL. The velocity of the two adaptation patterns and of 
the test patterns was 0.75 deg/sec. 
Figure 4 presents the adapted psychometric curves 
together with the previously described unadapted curves 
(circles in upper left corners). Attending to the leftward 
moving pattern (Figs 4A and C, squares) caused a 
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FIGURE 4. The effect of attention on the MAE. The three curves in each plot represent motion direction discrimination results 
for different adaptation conditions, Circles: no adaptation; squares: adaptation to two transparently moving patterns with 
selective attention toone of them; triangles: adaptation to two transparent patterns of which the non-attended one is stationary. 
The adaptation dot lifetimes were infinite. The adaptation duration was 15 sec for ML and 10 sec for KKL. The velocity of the 
moving adaptation a d test patterns was 0.75 deg/sec. The lines are best fitting curves based on a linear logistic regression model 
(equation 1,see Methods). The curves for the three adaptation conditions are fitted independently. Figures A and C show results 
for attending tothe leftward moving pattern, which causes a rightward MAE that is measured using leftward real motion. In 
Figs B and D rightward real motion was used to measure a leftward MAE. 
rightward MAE, which required the use of leftward real 
motion for cancellation. Attending to the leftward motion 
in exactly the same adaptation stimulus has the opposite 
effect, i.e. a leftward MAE which is measured with 
rightward real motion (Figs 4B and D, squares). For 
observer ML the leftward and rightward attention 
induced MAEs are about equally strong. The equilibrium 
position (50% correct) is shifted to about 35% coherently 
moving dots, a value that, without adaptation, yielded 
100% correct responses. Note that without differential 
adaptation the two opponent components would induce 
equal but opposite aftereffects and would cancel each 
other. Thus, selective attention induces a clear motion 
aftereffect whose direction can be reversed by switching 
attention from one component to the other in exactly the 
same adaptation stimulus. 
The induction of two opposite motion aftereffects by 
switching attention suggests that attention modulates the 
susceptibility to motion adaptation for the different 
components of the transparent motion stimulus. We can 
estimate to what extent attention modulates the MAE by 
comparing the previous result to the maximum MAE to 
be obtained from either of the two components, i.e., 
without a counteracting opposite motion signal. The 
triangles in Fig. 4 show the curves for the adaptation to 
the same patterns but with the unattended pattern 
stationary rather than moving in the direction opposite to 
the attended pattern. These curves describe the MAE of 
the two patterns in isolation. They serve as a reference 
indicating the MAE inducing potency of the separate 
patterns. For ML the MAE for the attended pattern in 
isolation is about 55 %, measured at the 50% correct level. 
For observer KKL there is a clear asymmetry in the 
results for leftward (Fig. 4C) and rightward (Fig. 4D) 
motion. This is obvious for the attention-induced effect as 
well as for the reference experiment in which the 
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unattended pattern was stationary. For both leftward and 
rightward motion, however, the curve for the attention- 
induced effect is shifted towards that for one pattern in 
isolation. 
To quantify the effect of attention on the MAE we 
express the attention-induced aftereffect as a percentage 
of the aftereffect from adaptation to a single direction. To 
this end, we compare the shifts of the curve for the two 
adaptation conditions hown in Fig. 4. To estimate the 
total (average) attentional modulation of the aftereffect 
and discount left-right asymmetries we sum the shifts of 
the curves for leftward and rightward motion. The shifts 
of the curves measured at different hreshold levels will 
differ somewhat due to slightly different slopes of the 
curves. We chose the 75% correct level since at this level 
the threshold for the unadapted curve is also clearly 
defined. For observer ML the attention induced shift of 
the curve proved to be about 73 % of the shift induced by 
the separate components in isolation. Thus, attention 
modulates the susceptibility to motion adaptation very 
substantially. For observer KKL the modulation for 
leftward and rightward attended motion are different but 
the total modulatory effect is about 71%. This is a very 
small difference between observers, considering observer 
variability in attentional mechanisms (e.g. Gogel & 
Sharkey, 1989). 
Eye-movement artefacts 
Smooth pursuit eye movements during adaptation can 
have substantial effects on the MAE (Moulden, 1975; 
Drysdale, 1975; Mack, Goodwin, Thordarsen, Palumbo 
& Hill, 1987; Chaudhuri, 1991). Given the interactions 
between eye movements and MAEs we have to consider 
whether the attentional effects described in the previous 
section might be due to unintended, tracking eye 
movements. To show that the effects we observed are in 
a direction opposite from what one might expect from 
tracking eye movements we performed a control 
experiment inwhich we intentionally tracked the attended 
pattern. The rationale for this test is that smooth pursuit 
eye movements are directly guided by visual attention 
(Grfisser, 1986). Erkelens (1988) and Erkelens and 
Collewijn (1991) provided similar evidence for vergence 
eye movements. Indeed, one of the main roles for 
attention is to guide eye movements and therefore it is 
highly unlikely, if not impossible to attend to one moving 
pattern and visually track another. Assuming that the 
observers how a tendency to track the attended pattern 
rather than the ignored pattern, we can amplify the effects 
of the presumed eye movements by instructing the 
observer to track the attended pattern. To this end, the 
fixation cross was moved along with the attended pattern, 
wrapping around at the border of the display. All other 
adaptation and test parameters were identical to those in 
the attention experiments. This experiment thus estimates 
the full (maximum) effect of the putative ye movements. 
Figure 5 shows that there is a large MAE, but it is 
opposite to the attentional effect. Tracking the rightward 
moving pattern in the transparent motion stimulus causes 
a strong MAE to the right. Apparently, in this case the 
aftereffect of the pattern actually moving on the retina 
strongly dominates in generating an MAE. Attention to 
the pattern stabilized on the retina obviously cannot fully 
discount the aftereffect of the moving pattern. This 
finding is in agreement with previously reported effects of 
eye movements on MAEs (Swanston & Wade, 1992; 
Mack et al., 1987; Mack & Kahn, 1989). The induction 
of an MAE opposite to that measured in Fig. 4 indicates 
that tracking eye movements would strongly counteract 
the attentional effect rather than explain it. 
DISCUSSION 
The SNR method for measuring MAEs 
We have used an SNR method with dynamic test 
stimuli to measure the strength of the MAE. Like Blake 
and Hiris (1993), we find that the MAE can be described 
as a shift of the psychometric curve for motion direction 
discrimination. The slope of the curve remains basically 
unchanged, indicating that discrimination of direction 
was not degraded. What we measure is a shift in the 
internal criterion for subjective standstill. Although we 
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The MAE resulting from tracking one of the two 
transparently moving components. The fixation cross moved along with 
the rightward moving pattern, wrapping around at the window borders. 
The induced MAE is to the right which is measured with leftward real 
motion in the test. The adaptation a d test parameters were the same 
as in Fig. 4. 
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did not specifically investigate the relationship of the 
dynamic MAE, as measured inthis study, to the classical, 
static MAE we expect results to be comparable. Some 
caution in generalizing our results is, however, warranted 
since several studies have reported qualitative and 
quantitative differences between dynamic and static 
MAEs (e.g. Hiris & Blake, 1992; Nishida, Ashida & Sato, 
1994; Verstraten, van Wezel, Fredericksen & van de 
Grind, 1994). A procedure similar to the one used here 
could also be implemented in experiments investigating 
the physiological basis of MAEs. Using a stimulus of the 
kind employed here, Newsome and coworkers measured 
neurometric (area MT) and psychometric sensitivity 
functions in rhesus monkeys that were much like the 
non-adapted curves in this study (Newsome, Britten, 
Salzman & Movshon, 1990; Newsome t al., 1989). Thus, 
the effects of motion adaptation at different levels in the 
visual system could also be conveniently measured using 
an SNR-method as described in this paper. 
It is interesting that the MAE and real motion in the 
opposite direction, as we used in the test stimuli, combine 
perceptually into a single motion vector rather than 
segregate like two real motion vectors. Thus, an MAE 
vector and a real motion vector act as two MAE vectors 
that never segregate but always combine in a single 
perceived component. A first explanation for a unified 
MAE that comes to mind is that the MAE arises at a level 
where the motion signals are already integrated. This is 
unlikely, however, since the aftereffect is induced uring 
the adaptation period, when the two components are 
clearly segregated. Therefore, an extra integration step 
would be required for the aftereffects hat would be 
bypassed for the real motion signal. Rather than 
postulating two different integration processes it seems 
more likely that the differences in integration result from 
the different distributions of activity. Real motion 
supposedly elevates activity over a relatively narrow 
direction range (narrow peak in the distribution) whereas 
the MAE of such a stimulus is a narrow dip in an 
otherwise flat distribution. Mather's distribution shift 
model for motion direction analysis describes how 
integration over the full direction range would give a 
resultant motion signal in the direction opposite to the 
reduced component (Mather, 1980; Mather & Moulden, 
1980). However, to account for motion transparency 
there must also be a force segregating multiple levations 
in the distribution. Indications that different motion 
directions are mutually suppressive have been found by 
e.g., Snowden (1989, 1990) and Mather and Moulden 
(1983). If the cooperative (integrative) and competitive 
interactions had different spatial (i.e., directional) extents 
then the same mechanism could give rise to narrow 
summation with segregation i one case and to broad 
summation without segregation in the other. The 
hypothesis that the system specially analyzes relative 
elevations and is insensitive to narrow dips. This seems 
desirable since elevations indicate the presence of motion. 
We are currently investigating whether a network with 
cooperative and competitive interactions in the motion 
direction domain can quantitatively account for the 
present findings. 
Roles of  attention 
The role of attention studied in this paper is very 
different from that studied in visual search tasks. 
Pre-attentive visual search tasks are thought to tap 
parallel arrays of differently tuned etectors that perform 
a similar operation throughout the visual field. For more 
complex features no such parallel detector arrays are 
available and the task must be performed serially, using 
more powerful perceptual mechanisms (e.g., Treisman, 
1980, 1985; Julesz, 1981a, b; Nakayama & Silverman, 
1986). The role of attention i these tasks is to guide serial 
processing, i.e. selecting anew focus for detailed analysis. 
A similar ole of attention has also been studied in spatial 
cueing tasks (e.g. Posner, 1978, 1980), where spatially 
directed attention facilitates detection of a target if its 
location is in accordance with the presented location and 
interferes otherwise. 
In this study we took the approach previously outlined 
by Shulman (1990) in which the effect of attention on a 
particular visual process is investigated: Attention 
modulates the activity of specific mechanisms rather than 
acting as a spatial filter. The role of attention i these cases 
is to favour perception of one cue whenever there is a cue 
conflict (Gogel, 1967, 1977). Like previously reported 
results by Chaudhuri (1990) and Shulman (1993), the 
present results indicate that the induction of simple 
two-dimensional motion aftereffects, which were pre- 
viously thought to reflect preattentive mechanisms 
(Braddick, 1990) depends on whether the observer 
attended to the adapting motion. Our results contradict 
the earlier report by Wolgemuth (1911). In our 
experiment (Fig. 4) switching attention from one pattern 
to the oppositely moving pattern in the same adaptation 
stimulus caused a large change in the induced MAE 
(Fig. 4). 
The observed modulation of the motion aftereffect 
cannot be due to visual tracking of the attended pattern 
which results in the opposite effect (Fig. 5). Shulman 
(1993) reported a similar finding. He measured eye 
movements and showed that the attentional modulation 
of adaptation torotary motion could not be due to pursuit 
eye movements. Furthermore, our results do not critically 
depend on the type of stimulus that we used. In an 
informal experiment the second author (FV) reproduced 
the main results using a luminance SNR (see Fredericksen 
et al., 1993) method and transparent random pixel arrays 
(50% black-white). 
The dependence of the MAE on attention suggests that 
attention can modulate the activity of motion mechan- 
isms at or before the level where motion aftereffects arise. 
Moreover, our results show that attention can 
differentiate b tween different motion components in the 
same part of the visual field. Since the two patterns are 
spatially superimposed these effects cannot be explained 
by spatial allocation of attention. The present study 
therefore illustrates a much more powerful and specific 
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role of attention in motion processing than has been 
described previously. 
The atteutional effect could either result from 
attenuation of the signal for the unattended component 
or from a boost of that for the attended component. The 
design of our experiment does not allow us to distinguish 
between these possibilities. To reveal an attentional effect 
we switched attention from one pattern to the other 
(Fig. 4) rather than measuring the effect with and without 
attention. A comparison with the distractor-type of 
experiment by Chaudhuri (1990) in which a distracting 
letter recognition task reduces the MAE, however, 
suggests that there is a cost, associated with lack of 
attention. A more eleborate comparison between 
distractor and opponent ype of experiments, using the 
same stimuli and MAE measures, will be necessary to 
establish the cost-benefit balance. 
The site o f  attentional modulation o f  the MAE 
Our experiments indicate that attention modulates the 
strength of motion signals at or before the level where 
adaptation gives rise to the MAE. A comparison of this 
result with physiological investigations of attentional 
effects in visual information processing might, therefore, 
provide valuable clues to pinpoint the site for MAE 
generation and for attentional modulation of motion 
adaptation. 
Little effect of attention has been demonstrated in the 
primary visual cortex (Haenny & Schiller, 1988). As 
pointed out by Chaudhuri (1990) this finding, together 
with the substantial effects of attention on the MAE, 
suggests a significant contribution from higher visual 
areas to the generation of MAEs. The physiological 
effects of attention on visual processing have mostly been 
studied in the occipitotemporal (ventral) pathway which 
is known to be critical for object recognition. Using a 
match-to-sample task to focus the animals' attention, 
several studies have shown that spatial attention gates the 
responses in V4 and IT. It has been suggested that these 
effects of attention in V4 and IT cortex underlie the 
attenuated processing for unattended stimuli shown 
psychophysically in humans (e.g. Desimone, Wessinger, 
Thomas & Schneider, 1990). Whether the modulation of 
motion adaptation by selective attention also takes place 
in these areas is less clear. Work by, for example, 
Newsome and coworkers has revealed an important role 
for the middle temporal area MT in motion perception 
(Newsome, Wurtz, Dursteler & Mikami, 1985; Newsome 
& Par6, 1988; Newsome et al., 1990; Salzman, Britten 
& Newsome, 1990; Salzman, Murasugi, Britten & 
Newsome; 1992). Ferrera et al. specifically studied the 
effects of attention on motion sensitivity in several 
different extra-striate areas in the monkey (Ferrera & 
Maunsell, 1992; Ferrera, Rudolph & Maunsell, 
manuscript in preparation). A match-to-sample task was 
used to manipulate the animal's attention to different 
motion stimuli. Cells in area MT were relatively little 
affected by this cognitive task. However, at the next level 
in the parietal pathway, area MST (and 7a), they found 
large modulatory effects. Since the match-to-sample task 
is very similar to an attentional task these results suggest 
that the induction and attentional modulation of motion 
adaptation might also occur at this, or even higher levels 
in the parietal cortex. A relatively high level for the 
induction of MAEs for transparent motion stimuli also 
agrees with the finding reported by Snowden and 
coworkers (Snowden, Treue, Erickson & Andersen, 1991) 
that area MT cells are strongly suppressed under 
transparent stimulus conditions. Other findings 
suggesting a relatively high level for the induction of 
MAEs are, for example, the influence of oculomotor 
signals on the MAE (Chaudhuri, 1991) and the existence 
of phantom motion aftereffects, i.e. aftereffects induced in 
regions of the visual field that were not stimulated with 
motion (Weisstein, Maguire & Berbaum, 1977). 
It should be noted here that motion sensitive units in 
area V4 also showed significant effects in a match-to- 
sample task (Ferrera et al., in preparation). Therefore, we 
cannot exclude acontribution from the temporal pathway 
to the effects of attention on motion mechanisms. 
Furthermore, physiological corelates of the MAE found 
in cat striate cortex (Hammond, Mouat & Smith, 
1986, 1988; Hammond, Pomfrett & Ahmed, 1989) warn 
against a simplified view of the possible motion 
adaptation mechanisms involved. More likely than a 
single adaptation site there will be several steps of 
adaptation associated with the steps of integration i  the 
spatial, direction and in the velocity domain. 
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